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Sewing Machine Needle Selection
Sailrite offers a large variety of high-quality sewing machine needles. Follow these easy steps to select the right needle for your application.

Round/Sharp Point Needle
Round/Sharp Point Needle is the most common needle 
type and can be used for all general sewing. Sharp 
point and completely round high-quality shanks (without 
burrs that cause broken stitches and separations in 
thread strands).

Ball Point Needle
Ball Point Needle is a specialty needle specifically 
designed for sewing knit fabrics and stretchy materials. 
The blunt point preserves the elasticity of the fabric by 
allowing the thread to pass between the fibers of the 
fabric rather than through them.

Twist Point Leather Needle
Twist Point Leather Needle is a specialty needle with 
a sharp cutting point twisted at a 45-degree angle 
from the needle eye. These needles mimic the look 
of hand-sewn stitches; use them to create artisanal 
pieces in less time than it would take to stitch them 
by hand. Best for short- or medium-length stitches in 
light leather.

Triangular Point Leather Needle
Triangular Point Leather Needle has a sharp, three-
sided cutting point. These needles cut clean holes, 
making them the optimal choice for thick or hard 
leather. The resulting seam will be straight, with the 
stitches slightly elevated. For best results, sew medium 
to long stitches with a triangular needle.

Perpendicular Point Leather Needle
Perpendicular Point Leather Needle has a sharp, flat 
cutting point that is perpendicular to the direction of 
sewing. This needle cuts stitch holes that are wider 
than they are long, resulting in a decorative seam of 
slanted stitches. Use this needle to sew light to heavy 
leather. For best results, sew very short stitches.

SD1 Needle
SD1 Needle is a specialty needle optimized for fine 
leather or leather clothing. Works well for heavy 
sailcloth assemblies. Cutting point is smaller than DI 
needle. Partially cuts, then pushes fibers out of the way.

DI Leather Needle
DI Leather Needle is a specialty needle designed for 
working with leather. Optimized for heavy, dry or hard 
leather. Blade cuts the fibers so that the needle does 
not have to separate them.

SAN 5.2 Round/Sharp Point Needle
SAN 5.2 Round/Sharp Point Needle sews the same 
materials as standard round point needles, but with 
fewer issues such as deflection, needle breakage 
and material damage. Innovative design features give 
them greater thread control, improved stability and 
resistance to gumming from basting tape.

Serv7 Needle
Serv7 Needle is a specialty needle with an optimized 
scarf shape for sewing through heavy fabrics. Perfect 
for use with Tenara® Lifetime Thread (#14 or 16 
recommended). Reinforced blades help avoid skipped 
stitches and reduce needle breakage. Generally needle 
size can be one less than normal.
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Special features of the SAN® 5.2

1. The newly conceived double groove in the point area 
has improved thread guidance during linear and 
multidirectional sewing processes. This results 
in fewer uneven threads and consequently offers 
more uniform seam appearance, particularly during 
forward and reverse sewing and multidirectional 
sewing processes.  

2. The scarf chamfer (hook chamfer) on the right-hand 
side results in a reliable pick-up of the loop by 
standard horizontal and vertical hooks.

Special application needle SAN® 5.2
The 2nd-generation sewing machine needle for technical textiles

3. The additional scarf chamfer (hook chamfer) on the 
left-hand side results in reliable pick-up of the loop 
by oscillating hooks.

Larger eye of the SAN® 5.2

Thread guidance with the SAN® 5.2

4. The special blade reinforcement enhances needle 
stability further. This makes the new needle ideally 
suited for linear as well as multidirectional sewing 
applications.

5. The larger eye allows thicker sewing threads to be 
used without increasing the needle size.

Identify which needle system fits your machine:

Choose the right needle type for your application:

Don’t see your sewing machine?
Try our Sewing Machine Needle Chart for 
a comprehensive list of sewing machine 
needle systems.

  SEWING MACHINE   NEEDLE SYSTEM
Yachtsman, Apprentice, Home sewing machines (flat shank) System 130

SR200, Long Arm 135 x 5, 134DI

Sailmaker 16 x 95, DB x 1

Ultrafeed®, Sailrite® 111, Big-N-Tall, Mini-Walker, Fabricator®, Leatherwork® 135 x 16, 135 x 17 

Professional UY 128 GAS

Thread & Needle Recommendation Chart
Quickly identify the best needle size and thread for different fabrics.

Select the appropriate needle size:

Needle sizes are listed by size and measurement (in mm x 100 above the scarf). 
For example, a #12 (80) is a small needle while a #22 (140) is a very large 
needle. Needle size is directly associated with the type of material being sewn. 
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      Serv7 Needles (10 pack)

135 x 5

#100775 #10 (70)
#100776 #11 (75)
#100777 #12 (80)
#100778 #14 (90)
#100779 #16 (100)
#100780 #18 (110)
#100781 #19 (120)

DB x 1

#100782 #10 (70)
#100783 #12 (80)
#100784 #14 (90)
#100785 #16 (100)
#100786 #18 (110)

135 x 17

#100790 #14 (90)
#100791 #16 (100)
#100792 #18 (110)
#100793 #19 (120)
#100794 #21 (130)
#100795 #22 (140)

     DI Leather Needles

     Twist Point Leather Needles (10 pack)

      Perpendicular Point Leather Needles 
(10 pack)

     Triangular Leather Needles (10 pack)

     Ball Point Needles (10 pack)

     SD1 Needles (10 pack)

135 x 5

#100804 #12 (80)

135 x 17

#100806 #22 (140)

135 x 17

#103073 #14 (90)
#120683 #16 (100)
#103074 #18 (110)
#103075 #20 (125)
#103283 #21 (130)

System 130 

#100811 #16 (100): 5 pack
#103301 #19 (120): 5 pack

134DI

#100796 #18 (110): 10 pack

135 x 16

#100798 #18 (110): 10 pack
#100799 #20 (125): 10 pack
#100800 #21 (130): 10 pack
#100801 #22 (140): 10 pack
#100802 #23 (160): 10 pack

135 x 16

#123828 #14 (90)
#123829 #16 (100)
#123830 #18 (110)
#123831 #19 (120)

135 x 16

#123835 #22 (140)

135 x 17

#123826 #19 (120)

#123827 #21 (130)

135 x 16

#123832 #18 (110)
#123833 #20 (125)
#123834 #21 (130)

*Current pricing is available at Sailrite.com.

System 130

#20211 #12 (80)
#20212 #14 (90)
#20213 #16 (100)
#20214 #18 (110)
#20216 #20 (125)

135 x 5

#276 #12 (80)
#277 #14 (90)
#278 #16 (100)
#279 #18 (110)

16 x 95

#477 #14 (90)
#20220 #16 (100)
#468 #18 (110)
#20222 #20 (125)
#479 #21 (130)
#476 #22 (140)

135 x 17

#761 #10 (70)
#561023 #12 (80)
#5010 #14 (90)
#123822 #14 (90)
#857 #16 (100)
#123823 #16 (100)
#4910 #18 (110)
#123824 #18 (110)
#7010 #20 (125)
#123825 #20 (125)
#153100 #22 (140)

UY 128 GAS

#120839 #12 (80)
#106752 #14 (90)
#106753 #16 (100)
#106754 #18 (110)
#106755 #19 (120)
#106756 #20 (125)
#106757 #21 (130)
#106758 #22 (140)
#106759 #23 (160)

       Round/Sharp Point Needles (10 pack)

Order Information*:

       SAN 5.2 Round/Sharp Point Needles 
(10 pack) Anatomy of a Sewing Machine Needle

Before you buy, ensure you know the parts 
of a sewing machine needle and how they 
work. Read the blog “Anatomy of a Sewing 
Machine Needle” (#300144XHT) to help you 
make the best needle selection. 


